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February 6, 2021 - On-Set VFX Supervision
Due to COVID, this was my first short film I was able to actually supervise on set. The crew was really awesome and the set was very 

safe and careful. They only had one light available, so they shot 12 different lighting plates for me to combine in Nuke to make the fire 
in the windows look convincing. In these plates, they shot each window with flickering and non-flickering lighting , a plate with no 

added lighting, and a plate with the outside of the house lit. 



Basic Concept from Director

This was the first image I was given by the director to 
give an idea of what the fire might look like on the 
location. Originally, we were going to shoot the main 
actress on a green screen and put her in front of the 
house, but that wasn’t able to happen due to 
scheduling issues. 

Because the film had a successful indiegogo 
campaign, I was also given a budget to buy assets 
from actionvfx, where I purchased 2k fire and smoke 
assets from their library to use. 



Although I started on this project over Spring break by converting the mov files into exr sequences, I began the real 
compositing work during week 2. I began by organizing all of my assets and basic comp set up into backdrops. I then added 
a LUT using a Vectorfield node set to “VIEWER_INPUT”. This viewer input also converted the footage from AlexaV3LogC 
to linear color space for working. Since this affects everything, I also had to add a color space node after each asset to 
convert out of log. 

During this week, I also began looking at a heat wave gizmo as well as fire glow techniques. 

Quick composite of the window lighting and rough fire 
roof placement.

Getting Started



Added rough day - night color adjustment & quick fire/smoke placement and window roto 

Rough Placement



Alpha mask created in 
photoshop & imported into 
Nuke to represent the plants 
and parts of the house in 
front of the fire.

Creating Masks



Here I added an additional fire asset and increased the brightness of the windows to create a more 
realistic, overexposed look. I also added some rim light to the new mask from photoshop by 
extending, subtracting, and then grading using the alpha.



A look at the rotos and assets before merging onto the background.



Before and after where I was experimenting with creating a burned wood effect using a luma key/exponential 
glow/constant in Nuke - although this asset may not work on my roof, I may be able to apply the same technique 
to the roof of the house. 



Here I implemented the luma key technique used in the previous slide to 
start creating bounce light on the roof from the fire. By using the key, I 
was able to keep the shadows of the roof and therefore create a more 
realistic light falloff. In this version, I also used burn texture png images to 
create an erosion/decay on the windows.

Reference I was looking at to see 
how the fire affected roof shingles.



Over the weekend, I focused on creating grunge on the roof to better integrate the fire and also 
worked with some light/post processing effects such as bloom, vignette, and overall glow. I decided 
to isolate the fire to the front of the house rather than including any on the roof for composition 
and realism. 



Here I used a Wacom tablet and grunge photoshop brushes I downloaded to create an alpha to be 
used in Nuke to decay/burn the house near the major areas of fire and better integrate the effects.

Grunge Painting in Photoshop



Creating Burned Awnings in Nuke

I created the look of burned awnings on top of 
my grunge by using these 2 images I found for 
free online and roto-ing/feathering them into 
sections that I further integrated using subtle 
noise generated in Nuke. 



Adding Animated Noise

Using subtle animated noise in Nuke masked to 
a grade node, I was able to create a convincing 
flickering effect of the red light on the roof/front 
of the house and on some of the awning rotos. 
Here, you can see the nodes I used for it and the 
alpha of the noise itself. 



Creating Realistic Smoke

After looking at more fire references, 
I realized that the dark smoke I had in 
one of the left windows wasn’t 
realistic or proportional to the size of 
the fire. It also created a bit of a 
distracting and off-centered 
composition. Therefore, I opted to 
make all the smoke a bit thinner and 
more orange-illuminated like the 
reference here. 



First Video Pass

This is my first full cached video of 
the entire composite. This is just a 
screen recording since I have 
some colorspace things to 
troubleshoot before the final 
render. At this point I just have a 
few final touches to add, such as 
heat distortion and more smoke 
variation.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1J8RaU2oiEvGFmqv1lmjVacikdUIB7llc/preview


Full Node Tree 



For the final touches on my fire shot, I added heat distortion to the shot and re adjusted the smoke 
position/type to better match the wind direction and fire type. For the window on the right, since the 
fire thins out on top, I used a smoke asset that had a narrower source so that it matched.

Final Details



Final Details - Nodes

To create heat distortion, I used a gizmo from Petar Tsonev 
(http://www.nukepedia.com/gizmos/image/heat-distortion) that I adjusted to match my shot. I 
connected it to a roto so that it would only appear above the fire near the top of the house. I also 
learned about the CurveTool node in Nuke from a compositing mentor, which I used to animate the 
grade value connected to a luma key to create an overall flickering feeling across the entire shot.

http://www.nukepedia.com/gizmos/image/heat-distortion


Final Render with LUT

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1f5HaZXTFU4BGOtIl0MZiMAa4vySWVNJv/preview


Breakdown Video

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Xk3gqXIuyzySDVB_KkDe0_nvXziVqfZV/preview

